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Abstract—In cellular Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(WCDMA) networks, interference on the uplink is the limiting factor for the number of users that can be served in a single cell. Thus,
interference reduction mechanisms are of significant importance.
Soft handover, which is primarily a mechanism for seamless handovers (make before break), also reduces the interference within the
cells by exploiting multiple simultaneous connections to lower the
transmit power of the mobile stations (see [1], [2]). In this article
we present an analytical model for soft handover where multiple
connections between a mobile station and the base stations within
reach are taken into account. An approximation of the frame error
rate based on the received signal strength in the uplink is provided
for 12.2 kbps service. In addition the approach taken to calculate
the soft handover gain is described and results are presented.
Index Terms— UMTS, soft handover gain, site/selection diversity

I. I NTRODUCTION
In future Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS) networks Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(WCDMA) will be used as the air interface [3]. By utilizing the
same frequency band for all transmissions the total amount of
interference becomes the main restricting factor in UMTS environments. Therefore, one of the most important objectives in
the planning of 3rd generation mobile networks is the reduction
of the mobiles’ transmission powers.
Power control mechanisms are used to achieve this goal.
Inner Loop power control is used to keep the received signal strength at a given Signal-to-Interference ratio (target SIR
value). Power control commands are sent from each base station (BS) to all the mobile stations (MS) within reach, while
each MS reduces its transmission power until no “power down”
command is received. This simple mechanism will guarantee
that the BS with the least requirement on signal strength determines the MS’s transmission power, which is not necessarily
the nearest.
On the other hand, Outer Loop power control is used to keep
the quality of a link at the target Frame Error Rate (FER). Data
packets received at a BS are forwarded to the Radio Network
Controller (RNC) which measures the actual FER of the connection and compares it to the target FER. In order to keep the
quality at a specific level, the RNC updates the target SIR value
of a MS in the base stations. Increasing this value results in a
lower FER, whereas decreasing it leads to a higher FER. Outer
Loop power control, therefore, helps to keep the interference
caused by a single MS at the lowest possible level.
In addition, the WCDMA air interface allows for further improvement in interference reduction. Due to the fact that a MS

shares the frequency band with all others, its signal can be received by a number of BSs in close proximity. Thus, data packets of a MS are received at different sites (site diversity ) and the
multiple packets can be combined in the RNC to recover the
original data with fewer bit errors. The mechanism of choice
in UMTS is selection diversity, where the packet with the least
errors is chosen while duplicates are dropped. The combination of site and selection diversity is often referred to as macrodiversity.
The main goal of this article is to show the gain in terms
of interference reduction by site/selection diversity. In [4] a
model was presented that showed the gain when utilizing Inner
Loop power control compared to the scenario where each MS
is only connected to the closest BS. This gain, however, is only
one part of the Soft Handover Gain. In this article, we extend
the model to incorporate multiple uplink connections from one
MS to a number of BSs. Assuming perfect Inner Loop power
control, the additional gain in interference reduction achieved
by site/selection diversity and Outer Loop power control can be
calculated.
In Section II the basic model will be introduced and the extensions we made will be explained. In order to perform Outer
Loop power control, the FER values of uplink packets need to
be estimated. The approach used in our extended model will be
described in Section III. Results will be shown in Section IV.
Conclusions and an outlook are given in Section V.
II. M ODEL D ESCRIPTION
In the following we will explain the models used for the calculation of the soft handover gain caused by site/selection diversity. The basic model is taken as the reference to evaluate
the improvement in interference reduction when multiple connections are incorporated in our extended model.
A. Basic Model
The basic model was taken from [4], which uses a set of formulas to iteratively calculate specific characteristics of a given
UMTS scenario. The interference level at a single BS l can be
computed by
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where Ŝk and νk denote the transmission power and activity
factor of MS k, respectively, dˆk,l stands for the path loss of MS

k to BS l, and W marks the system bandwidth in Hertz. Here,
X
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The power control equations (see e.g. [5])
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define a way to calculate the effective Eb /N0 ²̂∗k for each MS
k. Here Rk denotes the bit rate of MS k and N̂0 specifies the
background noise power spectral density. Solving Eq. (2) for
Ŝk yields
Ŝk =
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ˆ
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with βk = ²̂∗k Rk , an abbreviation for the product of bit rate and
target Eb /N0 of MS k.
Given a hexagonal cell layout with 39 base stations, the authors of [4] randomly create a number of MSs using a spatial
homogeneous Poisson process where the given user density λ
specifies the mean number of users per square kilometer. Then,
Eq. (3) is used to calculate the initial transmission power Ŝk for
each MS k. The parameter l states the assignment of a MS k
to its controlling BS l. Initially, l is set to the BS that is closest
for each MS. Solving Eq. (2) with the transmission powers Ŝk
that were just derived allows for the calculation of the actual
Eb /N0 values of MS k at all BS. The case, that for a given MS
k the maximum Eb /N0 value is found for a BS other than the
controlling one, indicates that the current assignment of MS k
to BS l is not optimal due to the interference distribution in the
UMTS environment. Changing the assignments and iteratively
recalculating the transmission powers and Eb /N0 values for all
MSs yields the gain by Inner Loop power control in terms of
interference reduction.
Each step of this iterative algorithm leads to a reduction in the
overall interference level. Thus, the algorithm will ultimately
converge to the minimum in transmission powers.
The gain, then, can be calculated by
X f inal
Iˆgain =
(Iˆl
− Iˆlinitial ),
(4)
l

where Iˆlinitial defines the interference at BS l after the first iteration and Iˆlf inal specifies the interference after the last iteration. In fact, this measure is used as the criterion to decide if
the convergence already reached a sufficient level of accuracy.
In this model, user movement is not taken into account, but
each analyzed scenario can be seen as a snap-shot of a UMTS
network. Mobile stations are not restricted in transmit power
in order to separate the effects of site/selection diversity and to
exclude other factors that might influence the interference.
B. Extended Model
In order to take Outer Loop power control and site/selection
diversity into consideration, this basic model needs to be extended. While in the basic model only single connections are
used, the extended model must account for all connections.

In UMTS each BS sends a 30 dBm pilot signal. Each MS
checks for received pilot signals and measures their strengths.
All the BSs received with a minimum pilot signal strength of
no less than the reporting range (6 dBm) below the strongest
received pilot signal are suitable to establish simultaneous connections and are, therefore, combined to the Active Set (AS)
of the MS. Since the Active Sets are independent of the interference in the UMTS environment, assignments are no longer
necessary.
As for the basic model, the algorithm starts by using Eq. (3)
and a predefined target Eb /N0 value depending on the bit rate
of a MS. These calculated transmission powers can, again, be
used in Eq. (2) to derive the actual Eb /N0 values for all BSs in
the Active Set of a MS.
All BSs in the Active Set of a MS receive the data packets
(site diversity) and forward them to the RNC, which chooses
the packet with the least errors (selection diversity using selection combining) as depicted in Figure 1. Depending on the
Eb /N0 value of each single connection, the bit error probability
on the air interface differs. The estimation of the bit error probability and the approximation of the frame error probability are
described in Section III.
Site diversity

Selection diversity

RNC
Fig. 1. Site and selection diversity

Assuming independent FER for the different connections of
a single MS, the overall FER of MS k can be derived by
F ERk =

Y

(F ER(k,l) ).

(5)

k∈ASk

The difference of this approach to the basic model is that there
the FER of a MS k is implicitly calculated by
F ERk = min (F ER(k,l) ).
k∈ASk

(6)

Here, ASk denotes the Active Set of MS k and F ER(k,l) is the
frame error rate of MS k at BS l.
Now, the RNC compares the value F ERk to the target FER
for each MS and adapts the target Eb /N0 value for the MS in order to adapt the actual FER. Increasing the target Eb /N0 results
in a lower F ERk while decreasing the target Eb /N0 yields a
higher F ERk . The standard states that the step size for the
adaptation is ±1 dB (see [3]). However, a different adaptation of the target Eb /N0 is used in this article, since we are
interested in the theoretical maximum of the gain introduced by
site/selection diversity. Therefore, the step size is not constant,

III. BER AND FER APPROXIMATION
In this article only voice traffic is considered where the data
rate is 12.2 kbps and the initial target Eb /N0 is 5.5 dB.
The proposed modulation schemes for UMTS are BPSK and
QPSK. For both the bit error probability can be estimated by
p
pb = Q( 2²̂k,l ),
(7)
where the error function Q is given by
Z ∞ 2
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Fig. 2. FER approximation function

was chosen as indicated by the grey curve in Figure 2. The figure allows the conclusion that the approximation is appropriate
since the dots and the curve almost always coincide.

(8)

and the term ²̂k,l denotes the actual bit energy Eb /N0 of MS k
at BS l.
The channel coding scheme defines two interleaving mechanisms, that allow to neglect burst errors (see [6], [7]). Instead
bit errors can be assumed to be independent which allows for an
easy analysis. This bit error probability is, however, referring to
the bits on the physical channel and not to bits within the packets that the FER is related to. In order to find an approximation
of the FER based on the bit error probability on the air interface
a simulation was implemented.
From the standardized channel coding and multiplexing
mechanisms it can be derived, that for 12.2 kbps data (AMR
speech) the following parameters are important for the approximation of the FER from a given BER. The data is split up in 3
separate transport blocks as described in [8]. The first transport
block has a length of 81 information bits and is the only one
provided with a cyclic redundancy check of 12 bits. Therefore,
a bit error can only be detected for this block while bit errors in
the other two transport blocks cannot be discovered.
In the FER simulation, a random data packet with length 93
bits was created and encoded using a convolutional code with
a coding rate of 1/3. After encoding the packet, the above calculated BER is used to independently disrupt the bits. A softdecision Viterbi decoder was used to decode the packet afterwards. By comparing the original data packet to the “transmitted” data packet, remaining bit errors could be found. By
repeating this simulation for a given BER, the FER can be derived. This simulation was performed for a number of BER
values and the results are shown as black dots in Figure 2.
In order to approximate the FER for intermediate, not simulated values of BER the function
f (x) =

1

Frame Error Rate

but is chosen proportionally to the difference between the actual
and the target FER such that iterative convergence is reached.
After these adjustments, the next iteration can be started by
recalculating Eq. (3). The extension of the basic model still
leads to a reduction of the overall interference in the UMTS
environment and, thus, will finally converge to some minimum.
Comparing the results of the basic and the extended model indicates the gain by site/selection diversity and Outer Loop power
control.
The assumption made about the independent FER values on
the different connections of a single MS is not valid in practice.
Therefore, this approach is a best-case consideration and yields
the maximum gain reachable with site/selection diversity.

(9)

IV. R ESULTS
The analyzes were performed on the scenario depicted in
Figure 3. An area consisting of 39 cells with hexagonal cell
layout was considered. Within this area 12.2 kbps voice users
were randomly created based on a parameter λ defining the average number of users per square kilometer and using a spatial
homogeneous Poisson process. The distance between neighboring base stations was set to 2 km.

Fig. 3. Scenario under study

In order to evaluate the impact of the user density on the
soft handover gain, calculations were performed for values of
λ ranging from 1 to 16, which corresponds to a range of 3 to 55
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voice users per cell or 135 to more than 2000 voice users in the
whole scenario.
For each analyzed scenario, the gain resulting from
site/selection diversity was calculated by different measures,
such as the reduction of interference within a cell, and the reduction of the transmit power of a single mobile. Since multiple connections for each MS are taken into consideration, the
results can be further distinguished by the size of the ASs which
in our simulations range from 1 to 3.
In WCDMA systems, the interference produced in one cell
(in-cell interference) influences the interference perceived by
neighboring cells (other-cell interference). To account for this,
only those cells in the analyzed scenario which experience
other-cell interference (highlighted in grey) are taken into account for the calculation of the results.
For each value of λ several scenarios were considered and
the calculated results were used to derive the mean values and
the 90% confidence intervals which help to evaluate the results.
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Fig. 5. Transmit power reduction depending on AS size

size 2 is about 6.5 dB above the gain for MSs with only single connections. A MS with AS size 3 even yields a benefit of
about 8.5 dB compared to single connections.
Considering the fact that the reduction of transmit power
might well exceed 5 dB for just single connections underlines
the great importance of site/selection diversity gain. The maximum gain, as indicated in Figure 5 can be found for MSs with
AS size 3 with a mean of around 14 dB.
However, the results are based on the assumption that the
FERs on the multiple connections are identical and independently distributed (iid) which does not hold in practice. Therefore, Eq. (5) is definitely an optimistic approach and the gain
perceived in practice will be slightly below the results found in
our analysis.

avg. number of users per square kilometer

Fig. 4. Site/selection diversity gain measures

Figure 4 shows the mean site/selection diversity gain by
means of interference and transmit power reduction. In terms of
interference reduction the site/selection diversity gain increases
with higher user densities and ranges from 2.5 dB for λ = 1
up to 8 dB for 16 users per square kilometer in the inner seven
cells.
The mean transmit power required by the users within those
inner cells shows a similar behavior as it decreases with higher
user densities and the transmit power reduction generally can be
found to be approximately 0.5 dB higher than the interference
reduction.
The position of a MS within the given area determines the
Active Set (AS) as described in Section II. The size of the AS
ranges from 1 to 3 in our simulations which will have great
impact on the individual site/selection diversity gain a single
MS experiences. Therefore, Figure 5 separately displays the
mean reduction of transmit power for the groups of MSs with
AS sizes 1, 2, and 3. The different curves show a similar behavior. However, the number of simultaneous connections determines an additive factor and thus the gain for MSs with AS

V. C ONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We derived a method to calculate the soft handover gain
achieved by site and selection diversity within WCDMA systems. In order to approximate the FER for the multiple connections of a single MS an estimation method was presented for
12.2 kbps voice users using convolutional codes.
The results show that site/selection diversity offers a great
potential in the context of soft handover and helps to clearly increase the capacity of UMTS networks. An overall interference
reduction ranging from 2.5 to 8 dB within a single cell could be
found. However, the gain in terms of transmit power reduction
for single mobiles was shown to greatly depend on the number
of BSs a MS is simultaneously connected to. We proved that
the gain in terms of transmit power reduction for mobiles with
single connections might well exceed 5 dB and can reach a level
of around 14 dB for mobiles with 3 simultaneous connections.
The proposed method relies on an approximation method to
derive the FER from a given BER. To do so, the channel coding schemes have to be analyzed. In this paper, an estimation
function was derived for convolutional codes, which are utilized
for 12.2 kbps voice traffic. This estimation function allows to
enhance the analysis methods found in the literature. Starting
from a given received signal strength Eb /N0 the BER can be

derived by some well-known error function. Given the BER,
we can now calculate the true FER perceived by the system and
model the real behavior of the power control mechanisms which
are based on a comparison of the target FER to the actual FER.
This paper definitely underlines the great impact of
site/selection diversity on the planning of 3rd generation mobile networks. Further studies need to be performed to research
the impact of site/selection diversity gain on other data rates,
such as 64, 128, 144, and 384 kbps packet data. In order to
analyze these types of traffic an estimation function for Turbo
codes has to be derived.
As shown in [9], soft handover gain even increases if an uneven user distribution is chosen. Further studies will evaluate
such cases on the site/selection diversity, as well.
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